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“We need to know our site is secure 24/7 and that’s particularly important during 
the night and at weekends. It’s reassuring to know that DCL Security’s highly trained 
security guards are on site – every night.” 
John Morrison, Operations Manager, J R Adam & Sons 

The DCL Security team have built up significant experience of providing security services to the recycling 
and scrap metal sector. This is a challenging sector, every week an estimated 1,000 metal thefts occur and 
figures estimate that metal theft costs the UK economy as much as £770 million annually. In this context, it is 
no surprise that clients need expert security partners to protect their premises. 

JR Adam & Sons specialises in the processing of ferrous and 
non ferrous metals.  They have a significant range of plant, 
equipment and vehicles to deal with the volume of materials 
processing that takes place, from shredders that can produce 
500mt of shredded scrap a day to cranes and balers as well as a 
modern fleet of vehicles that transports materials. The JR Adams 
team chose DCL Security because they knew we could offer 
a high standard of service that they could rely on. In a sector 
that is plagued with challenges, it was critical that they could 
establish a security resource they could trust.   

Malcolm Construction is one of the leading operators of landfill 
services in Scotland and last year handled more than 1.1 million 
tonnes of waste at its operational landfill sites. Having established a 
successful partnership with the Malcolm Group at several logistics 
depots, it was a natural extension to the partnership when the 
Malcolms team needed expert Security Guards at their recycling site. 

“We have worked with the DCL Security team for several years and we know we can trust their quality 
of service. Their standards are high and their customer focus means that we can rely on them to 
protect our sites.” 
Alan Linklater, Quality Assurance Manager, Malcolm Group

Robertson Metals is another well known scrap metal merchant who provides expert services in most 
types of ferrous and non-ferrous metals, throughout the UK. With a significant volume of processing and 
movement of materials they needed a security partner who could protect their assets, every day. 

“We are delighted with the service we receive from DCL Security, they understand the challenge of 
protecting our service and it’s great to work with a partner who has such a strong customer focus.” 
Sandra Robertson, Director, Robertson Metals
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